
 
Week commencing 14.06.2021 

 
Arts Week! 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

English: This week the children will be reading various different sets of instructions to find out how to make 

different pieces of artwork.  Later on in the week, they will be writing their own instructions to explain how to 

make a moving picture with a slider.  The children will also complete an evaluation sheet about their work.  They will 

include what went well, what was a challenge and something that they would do to improve their work next time. 

 

Phonics:   Any children who have not yet taken part in the phonics screening will do so this week.  We are having a 

focus on tricky words this week.  The children will be writing out some tricky words each day and discussing which 

parts of them make them ‘tricky’.  They will then work to write them accurately in a dictated sentence as well as 

neatly in their handwriting session. 

 

Maths:  In Maths we will be recapping various topics from the year including finding the value of a missing number 

e.g. 30 - ? = 26, longer/shorter and lighter/heavier. 

 

PSHE:  The children will be continuing to explore the theme of ‘Changing Me’.  They will be thinking about some 

things that have changed and some things that have stayed the same about themselves since they were born.  We 

will be discussing how these changes are OK and that they sometimes will happen whether we want them to or not. 

 

Science:  The children will be learning the new vocabulary:  omnivore, herbivore & carnivore. They will be sorting 

various animals into different groups based on their diets. 

 

Computing:  Children will continue to make their own e-book.  This week they will be learning how to animate their 

pages.  

 

At home you could:  Look through family photographs and talk about how different members of the family have 

changed or stayed the same.  The children may want to share some changes that they are looking forward to and 

any changes that might be worrying them.  

 

Reminders  

Just a little reminder, multi-sports for each class will still be on a Friday and please find below your child’s class PE 

day.  Please ensure that on both of these days your child wears their PE kit to school. 

Fox - Monday 

Squirrel - Wednesday 

Hedgehog - Wednesday 

 

Diary Dates:- 

School Class Photographs – Tuesday 15th June 

Olympic Dance Workshop – Friday 18th June  

Transition Day – Wednesday 30th June 

School Sports Day - Friday 2nd July  

Painshill Park – Monday 12th July 

End of Term – Wednesday 21st July.  Early Finish (13:00 – 13:20 staggered pick-ups) 

 

Thank you, 

The Year 1 Team 


